Introduction* We consider a system S of algeraic difference equations with coefficients in a difference field J^ and involving also parameters λ t . Well-known results concerning systems of algebraic equations and systems of algebraic differential equations would lead one to expect that, if S has solutions in some extension of the difference field formed by adjoining the parameters λ t to J^Γ then the system resulting from S by assigning special values to the λι has solutions, provided only that the special values are chosen so as not to annul a certain difference polynomial. But the examples in [5, p. 510] show that this is not so.
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Introduction* We consider a system S of algeraic difference equations with coefficients in a difference field J^ and involving also parameters λ t . Well-known results concerning systems of algebraic equations and systems of algebraic differential equations would lead one to expect that, if S has solutions in some extension of the difference field formed by adjoining the parameters λ t to J^Γ then the system resulting from S by assigning special values to the λι has solutions, provided only that the special values are chosen so as not to annul a certain difference polynomial. But the examples in [5, p. 510] show that this is not so.
The difficulty in these examples arises from the fact that a difference field J^ may have incompatible extensions, that is to say, extensions which cannot both be embedded isomorphically in any one of its extensions. In particular, it may happen that one can express in terms of a solution of the system S an element a, independent of the λ t . Then a will be contained in the difference field formed by adjoining to J^ a solution of any system (possessing solutions) which arises by specializing the parameters of S. It will then not be possible to find solutions if one specializes the λ t in such a way that the extension of jΛ" formed by adjoining the specialized values is incompatible with that formed by adjoining a.
The principal result of this paper is that one can restore the expected result concerning the specialization of parameters of S by imposing a suitable condition of compatibility. If the system S has solutions, then, in order to assure that the system obtained from S by specializing the parameters has solutions, it suffices to choose the specializations from an extension of S^ compatible with a certain extension & of J^~* and not annulling a certain difference polynomial. In particular, if Sf is algebraically closed it has no incompatible extensions so that it suffices to choose specializations of the parameters not annulling a certain difference polynomial. Hence, in this case, one has the same freedom of specialization as with systems of algebraic equations. Even in the general case, there is considerable freedom as the compatibility condition will evidently be satisfied if the specialized values are chosen from *& itself or any extension of 2ζ We turn now to a formal discussion of this theorem.
We consider a difference field J7~ and extensions 2^ and c^r of 
The condition that β l9
, β q annul no nonzero difference polynomial with coefficients in ^9 r is essential in Theorem 1. Let β be an element transcendental over the field 31 of rational numbers, and consider the difference field 9t</?>, whose elements are their own transforms. We may extend 3l(βy to s Jί<β, r>> where γ 2 =β, ϊi=-r (subscripts now denote transforms). Then β may be specialized to the square of an element of 9ϊ. No such specialization can be extended to γ. It is evident that this implies that no element δ exists with the properties prescribed in Theorem 1.
We give the proof of Theorem 1 in § 2 using preliminary lemmas proved in § 1. It is possible for a set S of elements a u i = l, ••• , n, to specialize to a set S such that ^7~ζSy and S^ζsy are incompatible extensions of :77 In § 3 we give an example of such a specialization and prove a theorem to the general effect that such specializations are scarce. Proof. Using a device due to Kronecker [11, VI, p . 129] we introduce an auxiliary variable t and replace each x ι in P by t mi -\ where m is an integer exceeding the degree of P in any x t .
Then P goes over into a polynomial P κ in t. In the algebraic closure of j?~~(S), P" factors into (not necessarily distinct) linear factors p*^... p rm Let Si*, ΐ=l, ••• , 2 r -2 = v, denote the products of all subsets of from 1 to r-1 of the P t . Let Γ i *=P le /S ί *. In each S t * and 2V the powers of h may be replaced in a unique way by power products of the x L which correspond to them by the 890 RICHARD M. COHN substitution of the preceding paragraph and are of degree less than m in each x t . Let polynomials S t and T h result from these replacements.
The absolute irreducibility of P is equivalent to its irreducibility in the algebraic closure of ^~(S) and this, in turn, is equivalent to the statement that none of the polynomials
, v 9 be the coefficient of a term which appears effectively in Q t . Let φ=φ λ ••• φ r .
Let θ be the coefficient of a term of P which is of highest degree in x n .
There exists an element γ in J*~ [S] such that for any specialization of the λ t for which γ does not specialize to zero : (a) Specializations exist for all the coefficients of P, (b) The specialization may be extended so as to define specializations for each coefficient occurring in the S € and T if (c) φθ does not specialize to zero under the extended specialization.
γ has the properties claimed in the statement of Lemma 1. For the existence of specializations of the coefficients of P is guaranteed in (a). The equality of the degrees of P and P in x n follows from (c). It follows from (b) that polynomials Q i9 S i9 T i9 S 4 * and T 4 * may be defined as the polynomials resulting by replacements of the coefficients of the Qi, S u T i9 Si* and T t * respectively by their specializations. By Condition (c) no Q t is zero. This implies the absolute irreducibility of P. For P* = P X ••• P r , where the P t (which coincide with certain £>) result from the specialization of the coefficients of the P im Since the P t are of degree zero 2 or one in t, factors of P in any extension of its coefficient field can be found by the method of Kronecker from the Pi of first degree. The Q t relate to the P t in the same way as the Q t to the P L . Hence if P had a proper factorization in any field, then some Q t would be zero. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.
2. Absolutely irreducible manifolds.
Let Σ be a prime p.i. Proof. Let the a h integers, be a resolvent unknown for Σ let G be the corresponding resolvent, 11 the prime p. i.
Σ, w-±a.
Then 11 contains polynomials Afe -N i9 i=l, ••• , p, where the M t and the Ni are polynomials in w and the u t of lower degree in w than G, and the M i are nonzero.
(
is a characteristic set of LI corresponding to the ordering u u , u a w x l9 , x p of the indeterminates, which we use throughout the following discussion.
G is absolutely irreducible. For, by [5, p. 514] , the reducibility of G in any field would imply the reducibility of Σ in some extension of JJK Hence, by the preceding lemma, there is a nonzero element γ τ of j>fXS] such that, for all specializations of the ? H for which γ L does not vanish the coefficients of G specialize, and the polynomial G which is obtained by replacing the coefficients of G by their specializations is absolutely irreducible and is of the same degree as G in w.
Each coefficient of the M u N, L and A t may be written as a quotient of elements of .>ΠΛ>]. Let δ be the product of the denominators of these quotients. Let Tjjδ, i=l, ••• , p, the ^τ^0, be coefficients of terms of the M % . Let η be the product of the τ n .
Let / be the product of the initials of the A ι , and J the remainder of / with respect to (1) . J is a nonzero polynomial in w and the u t .
Some coefficient of J has the form tcjd\ where /c^O is in J>^[S] and t is a positive integer.
We let τ=ϊιδy]fc. For any specialization of the λ t to a set S of elements ~? H for which γ does not specialize to zero we may define polynomials M iy N if Ai and G which result from the M i9 N i9 A t and G respectively by the specialization of their coefficients. G is absolutely irreducible. The M t are not zero and are reduced with respect to G since G is of the same degree as G in w. Hence
Each Ai is of the same degree as A t in x i9 and its initial results from the specialization of the coefficients in the initial of A t . The A, h are in 1J. For the A ί are in Π and hence have zero remainders with respect to (1) . The equations which express this go over upon specialization into equations which show that the A i have zero remainders with respect to (2). In saying this we make use of the fact that each coefficient in these equations may be written as an element of J^\S] divided by a power of δ.
Let Σ denote the prime p.i. consisting of those polynomials of II which are free of w.
, B p be a characteristic set of Σ with B t introducing x t . The product of the degrees of the B i in the indeterminates they introduce equals the degree of G in w. This is the degree of G in w and hence equals the product of the degrees of the A i in the respective x % . This product, in turn, equals the product of the degrees of the A t in the respective x t . Hence the product of the degrees of the B i in their respective x t equals the corresponding product formed for the A t . It follows that the chain B l9
, B p cannot be lower than the chain A l9 , A p . The latter is therefore a characteristic set of Σ.
The absolute irreducibility of the manifold of Σ is a consequence of the absolute irreducibility of G since G is a resolvent for Σ. It remains only to prove the last statement of the lemma. Let P be any polynomial of Σ whose coefficients are in J^ [S] . On specialization of its coefficients P becomes a polynomial P. The equation which shows that the remainder of P with respect to A 19 , A p is 0 goes over into an equation showing that the remainder of P with respect to A 19 , A p is 0. Hence P is in Σ. This is equivalent to the statement that any algebraic relation between the λ i and a generic zero of Σ goes over on specialization into a relation between the % and a generic zere of Σ. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. Evidently γ is also of degree d over <& [ = %?(α u ••• , α g ). Let e be the degree of ^ over S^, and let / be the degree of &l(γ; β lf ••• , β p ) with respect to S^τ(r) The reducibility of W over & (γ) implies that f<ie. On the other hand the degree of %\{y ft, •••, /9 2J ) with respect to &ί is given both by de and df, so that e=/. This is a contradiction which establishes our claim that 9)ti is absolutely irreducible.
Proof of Theorem 1.
2. 1. ^4. special case. We return to the notation in which Theorem 1 was stated. We treat first the case that p=l, and that γ l9 which we shall now denote by η, using subscripts to denote its transforms, is algebraic over K Without loss of generality we may suppose that J^~ is inversive. / by 57, then each coefficient of P as a polynomial in the u t) is a difference polynomial of Js~{y} which has the zero η. If this were not the case a set of β υ would be algebraically dependent over ,9 r (yjy and hence over S^ which is not so. It follows that P vanishes when we replace the u. t by the corresponding β % and y by 7j. Hence in this case the assertion of Theorem 1 holds with δ=l.
Conclusion of the algebraic case.
We proceed to complete the proof of the algebraic case by induction. We shall suppose that the conclusion of Theorem 1 has be been verified for algebraic functions of the βij, i=l,... Let η be of degree d over y.
Evidently there is an element σ of SίΓ, algebraic over ^{S), such that some transform η t of in is of degree d over Sfζσy.
Let S>'* be the difference field formed by adjoining to 97 elements whose ίth transforms are respectively σ and the ft, i= 1, ••• , g. Then η is of degree d over ί §^*. Let Π be the reflexive prime difference ideal in S?*{y} whose generic zero is η. We claim that the characteristic set of Π consists of a single polynomial.
Evidently, the first polynomial of this characteristic set is of order zero and degree d in y. To prove that it is the only polynomial of the characteristic set we must show that, for any r>0, the degree of 
. , η r^) .
Since η r is algebraic over <.<?~(T r ) these coefficients may be chosen to be algebraic over J^ (T r ) .
The coefficients are rational combinations with coefficients in J^ of certain transforms and inverse transforms of the βι and a, and of 570, , V r -i The β tJ involved, either directly, or 6 The field £F</9i, , β q \ φ, and other fields arising in similar situations, is not necessarily determined to within isomorphisms.
It is a field which contains and is generated by subfields isomorphic to S^fo, , β q > and 9 r <^>. Our notation is intended to indicate that one such field is selected and held fixed throughout the discussion. 7 Sfc is to denote the empty set if ?z = 0.
because the σ k involved or %,•••, V r -ι are algebraic functions of them, are finite in number. We may specify a positive integer p such that for all β υ involved, we have -t<j<p. We now specialize the β tJ , -t<j<j , to integers. This is to be a specialization in the sense of algebra only the operation of transforming need not be preserved by the specialization.
If the integer values are appropriately chosen the specialization may be extended to the β ij9 r<j<p, and to the σ k involved in the coefficients and %,•••, V r in such a way that these β υ remain algebraically independent over j^7 It follows that the coefficients of the irreducible equation for V r , the σ k involved, &>r, and V r itself are unaltered by the specialization. That is to say, the specializations of these elements, and of the βijt 3>X, satisfy precisely the same set of algebraic relations over // r as did the corresponding unspecialized elements.
The σ kf -t<k<jr, and V o , ••• , V r -i specialize to elements algebraic over J7~{S r ). There is then an element λ, algebraic over S7~{β r ) such that these specializations lie in J7~{β r > λ). Evidently, then, V r is of degree at most d f over 2^*
(/). Hence if d" donotes the degree of V r over Ss'(λ) we must certainly have d n <d/. Now λ is algebraic over the field -'Λf~ consisting of elements of 2Γ' which are algebraic over ^(S r ).
Let its degree over Sf" be h. Every element of Z7'(r] r ) algebraic over 3ίf is in ,_3Γ, as follows from the descriptions of these fields. Hence λ is also of degree h over V f (η r ) in consequence of Lemma 2 of [5] . Then λ is also of degree h over V. Hence the degree of 97 f (r jr , λ) with respect to &' must equal dh and also hd".
Thus we have shown that the characteristic set of II consists of a single polynomial. We denote this polynomial by F. We may choose F so that its coefficients are in ^{βi, -t , ,
Let μ denote the initial of F. Some transform of μ is algebraic over i^Ύβu > βq}-Hence there is an element δ^O of S*~{β\, , β q } such that any specialization of the β^ in the sense of algebra which does not annul <?i cannot be extended to a specialization to zero of this transform of μ. does not specialize to zero F is of the same degree as F and its initial JΛ is the specialization of μ. We let η be any solution of the difference equation JF=0. We shall show that ft, ••-, β q ; rj constitutes a specialization over S*~ of ft, ••• , β q ; ij.
Let P be any polynomial in ^{u lf , u q ?/} which vanishes when we put u t =β if i=l, ••• , g 27=37. When the %* are replaced by the ft, P goes over into a polynomial P' of &{y}, and 57 is a zero of P'. Hence P' is in Π. Then φP' 9 where φ is a product of powers of transforms of μ, is a linear combination of F and its transforms with coefficients which are polynomials of S7*{y}. By a consideration of the process of forming the remainder we see that these coefficients are actually in J^Xσ-t y{β lt -tf ••• , β q> -t ', y} and hence, since the transforms of a are algebraic over <&, they are in ^"{a-t ft,-f , •••, ft i( _,; 2/}. Hence specializations may be defined for them.
From the relation of the preceding paragraph we obtain on specializing the ft to the ft and σ to σ an expression for φP r , where φφΰ is the specialization of φ, and P' is the polynomial obtained from P by replacing the u i by the ft, as a linear combination of F and its transforms. Hence 7} is a zero of P\ This implies that P vanishes when the ^, i=l, ••• , g, are replaced by the corresponding ft and y is replaced by η. Thus Theorem 1 is proved in the algebraic case.
3. Completion of the proof of Theorem 1.
We now revert to the situation in which there are no restrictions on γ lt , γ p . We shall show that, without loss of generality, we may assume that each y 5 is transformally algebraic over K For, if this is not so, let, say, γ λ , • , γ k constitute a basis of transformal transcendency 9 for the γ ό . If the theorem can be proved under the restriction just mentioned there is a δ'φO in J/ r {β u , β q γ u , γ k ] such that any specialization of ft, ••• , β q ; 7Ί, , γ k for which S f does not specialize to zero, and which is such that fsίf and the field formed by adjoining the specialized elements to js~ are compatible extensions of j>7 can be extended to a specialization of 7^+1, •••, τ P .
We write δ' as a polynomial in Tu ••• 9 Tk with coefficients in ^~{ft, ••• , ft). Let 5^0 be a coefficient of this polynomial. Then δ has the properties specified in Theorem 1. Since the case that no β i exist is trivial and may be dismissed, S? contains an element, β l9 which is distinct from all its transforms. Because of this and the restriction that the γ 3 are transformally algebraic over 5^ the Theorem of [4] implies that Sίf contains an element Σ s;>0 an integer, the μ 5 in .'^{βi, ••• , β q }, such that θ is of equal order and effective order over 5^ and for some integer k^>s, and each j, j=l, •"» P> ΐjk is in i7ζffy. There exist difference polynomials P Jf j=l, ••• , p, and Q in &{ιυ} such that θ is not a zero of Q and that each quotient Pj/Q becomes γ jlc when w is replaced by θ . We may and shall choose the P 5 and Q to be in J/ r {β u ••• , ^ ΐί;}. Let II denote the reflexive prime difference ideal in 5Γ {io} with generic zero 0, and let A> A, # * be a characteristic sequence for II. A is of equal order and effective order. We choose an integer m such that the order m' of A m is not less than the order of the last polynomial of a characteristic set of II and also not less than the order of Q. Let h=m f -m. Then A is of order h. We may assume without loss of generality that the coefficients of are in J?'{β l9 ••• , β q }. For, if this is not the case, it can be brought about by multiplying these polynomials by a suitable element of Let 2^' denote the subfield of έ%f consisting of those of its elements which are algebraic over gr. By the Theorem of [6] there is an element 10 r ίn ^' such that SΓ / = &\T}. Since τ and its trans- 10 We see from [6] that there is a finite set of elements τ i which generate Q ! when adjoined, together with their transforms, to Q. Since the τ-ι are algebraic over Q it follows that there is a linear combination of them which will serve as τ.
forms are algebraic over 5T he manifold of A o , regarded as a manifold over %?', is the union of components of which at least one contains θ. Let IT denote a reflexive prime difference ideal in ^'{w} whose manifold is this component. ΓΓ contains A Q and is of order and effective order h.
We shall construct a beginning
of a characteristic sequence of Π' in such a way that the coefficients of each polynomial of (2) are in the ring and that each is obtained from the preceding by the procedure described in [1, pp. 142-145] , all polynomials entering the computations having coefficients in &. There is no trouble about C o . We need merely start with the first polynomial of a characteristic sequence for Π and multiply it by a suitable element of &. We specify that C o is to be irreducible. Suppose Co, , Ci have already been determined. Let B i+λ denote the remainder of the transform C n of d with respect to C o , , C % considered as a chain of algebraic polynomials. Then An examination of the remainder process shows that the L i} and B ί+1 are actually in &{w}. Now C ί+1 is either equal to B i+U so that
or there is a relation (4 ) where E t is a product of powers of initials of C o , , C ίf the M i5 are in ^'{^}, iϊ z is in &'{w) and is of order h + ί + 1, T t is in ^'{w\ and is of order h-h 1, and C <+ i and 7^ are reduced with respect to CO, , Ci, while Hi is a product of polynomials reduced with respect to this chain. We see that by multiplying the polynomials defined by (4) by suitable elements of & {w} it is possible to obtain a relation of the form of (4) in which all polynomials present are in &{w}.
We assume this to be done. Then C o , , C m as defined by relations (3) or (4) have the stated properties.
We now treat the w L as a set of indeterminates in the sense of algebra, and the difference fields as fields. , C m but not the initials of these polynomials. By the remark after the proof of Lemma 2 above it follows that the manifold of Iζj is absolutely irreducible.
Lemma 2 now shows that & contains an element <? 0 such that for any specialization in the sense of algebra of the β υ and the transforms of τ for which δ 0 does not vanish, (2) specializes to a characteristic set
, C m of a prime p.i. over the field formed by adjoining to ,9 r the specializations of the β i5 and the transforms of r. Now Co is absolutely irreducible. For it follows from the absolute irreducibility of the manifold of lT m that C o has no factors other than itself which involve w ln whatever extension of 97' is used as the coefficient field while the irreducibility of C o in *&' shows that in no field does it have factors other than field elements which are free of w h . Hence, by Lemma 1, there is a δ L in ^ such that for any specialization of the β. tj and the transforms of r for which δ 1 does not vanish, C o specializes to an absolutely irreducible polynomial.
Since δ Q δ 1 is algebraic over J?~{βι, ••• , β q \, this ring contains a δ 2 such that any specialization in the sense of algebra of the β ί3 for which δ. λ does not specialize to 0 cannot be extended to a specialization of δ ϋ δt in which this product specializes to 0.
By the special case of Theorem 1 proved in 2.2 there is a $ 3 in "{β Lf , β q } such that any specialization of the β t over J^~~ to elements β~ , J q such that .^ζβu , K> and 57'=^<β u ... β q ; Γ > are compatible extensions of S^ and that δ-6 does not specialize to 0, can be extended to a specialization of the β. t and r.
The polynomials of IT which are in &"{wjform a reflexive prime 11 To prove the identity of the manifolds we consider a generic zero of a component of the manifold of 77"^ which is irreducible over Q ! (ΘQ, ••• , 0 m ,) . This generic zero must annul the Q. Because the dimension of the component equals the dimension of H' m the generic zero cannot annul the initial of any Cι. Hence it annuls the polynomials of ZΓ^. Hence the component is contained in the manifold of Il" n . Our statement follows readily from this. difference ideal of dimension h with zero θ. Evidently this must be IT. Hence Q and the product J of the initials of the polynomials of (1), which are not in Π, are not in ΓF. Let S be the product of the T t and the initials of the Hi of (4). Then S is not in Π'. The remainder R of JQS with respect to the chain (2) is therefore not 0. Let δ± φ 0 be a coefficient of R. Then £ 4 is in the ring &, and there is a δ 5 in ^~{βι, , β q } such that any specialization of β l9 , β q for which <5 5 does not vanish cannot be extended to a specialization of £ 4 to zero.
We let δ=δ % δ^δ 5 . We shall show that δ has the properties specified in the statement of Theorem 1. , w h^ constituting a set of parametric indeterminates, and that C Q is irreducible. The initials of the C t specialize to the initials of the C,. Because δ 5 does not vanish the specialization carries R into a nonzero polynomial R reduced with respect to C o , , C m . Hence J, Q and AS are carried by the specialization of their coefficients into polynomials J, Q and S respectively which are annulled by no regular zero of the chain C o , , C m . Hence the T t and the initials of the Hi do not vanish when their coefficients are specialized, so that the relations (3) and (4) are carried by the specialization into relations of the same type. It follows that C o , , C m is the beginning of a characteristic sequence of one or more reflexive prime difference ideals whose manifolds are components of the general solution of C o . Let II be one of these ideals, and θ a generic zero of II. Evidently J and Q do not have S as a zero. , y n of the indeterminates, let F be the first polynomial of a characteristic set of Π. Then the y n -separant of F may be used as Q.
Proof. Let S denote this separant and h the effective order of F in y n . Let λ l9 , λ n be a zero of II which is not a zero of S. In the field ^~ζλ lf , Ό the manifold of F has a component SOI containing Λi, , λ n . Let 2* be the reflexive prime difference ideal in J^<Λi, ••• , λ n y{y u ••• , 2/ Λ } whose manifold is 3Jί. Let α lf ••• a n be a generic zero of Σ. Since Λ, ••• , 4 is not a zero of S, 2/1, ••• , 2/ n -! constitute a parametric set for Σ, and 2* is of effective order h in 2/ n . We denote by Σ' the reflexive prime difference ideal Σf\ Since 2 1 ' contains F its manifold is either a component of F or is properly contained in a component of F. The latter case is impossible because Σ ! contains no nonzero polynomial of effective order less than h in y n or free of y n . Since λ 19 ••• , λ n is a zero of both II and 2^, but not a zero of S, it follows from [7] that Π and Σ' are identical. Hence <X-IJ ••* , oi n is a zero of IΊ, and evidently a generic zero. Then 
